Thin film solar cells already benefit from significant material-and energy savings. By using photon management, the conversion efficiency and the power density can be enhanced further, including a reduction of material costs. In this work, micrometer-sized Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) thin film solar cells were investigated under concentrated white light illumination (1-50x). The cell design is based on industrially standardized, lamellar shaped solar cells with monolithic interconnects (P-scribe). In order to characterize the shunt-and series resistance profiles and their impact on the device performance the cell width was reduced stepwise from 1900 to 200 µm and the P1-scribe thickness was varied between 45 and 320 µm. The results are compared to macroscopic solar cells in standard geometry and dotshaped microcells with ring contacts. Under concentrated white light, the maximal conversion efficiency could be increased by more than 3.8% absolute for the lamellar microcells and more than 4.8% absolute in case of dot-shaped microcells compared to their initial values at 1 sun illumination. The power density could be raised by a factor of 51 and 70, respectively. But apparently, the optimum concentration level and the improvement in performance strongly depend on the chosen cell geometry, the used contact method and the electrical material properties. It turns out, that the widely used industrial thin film solar cell design pattern cannot simply be adapted to prepare micro-concentrator CIGS solar modules, without significant optimization. Based on the experimental and simulated results, modifications for the cell design are proposed.
Introduction
In comparison to a silicon wafer based solar cell technology, the thin film solar cell production benefits from production processes with lower cost and higher savings in materials and energy demand. A common feature for all thin film solar cells, like Cadmium telluride, Chalcopyrite or Kesterite, is a film thickness below 5 µm and processing temperatures that typically do not exceed 950 K [1, 2] . In the recent years thin film solar cells and polycrystalline chalcopyrite absorbers in particular showed their ability to compete with polycrystalline silicon based solar cells. Lab based Cu(In,Ga)SSe record solar cells surpass with a conversion efficiency of 21.7% already the world record for polycrystalline silicon solar cells [3, 4] .
To optimize photovoltaic devices further new technological enhancements are necessary. One potential and promising way is the implementation of photon managing elements, like light guiding structures [5, 6] , spectral converter layers [7] or light concentrating lenses [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . By combining light concentrating elements with solar cells, the cell area and hence the used absorber material can be reduced by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude without power loss. In addition, the conversion efficiency can be increased due to the photon flux driven enhancing of the open circuit voltage. But, contrary to conventional light concentrating strategies that typically focus on high concentration level between 200 and 500 suns, what finally results in high efforts for large Fresnel lenses, bulky module concepts and an obligatory 2-axis sun tracking, the new and emerging topic of micro-concentrator cells focuses on very small solar cells in a micrometer range combined with low concentrating optics.
The microcell approach offers several advantages. Beside potentially lower cost for lenses, larger acceptance angles, reduced requirements for tracking systems and a more compact module design, new material classes of light absorbing materials can enter this field [8, 14] . The within 1-2 order of magnitude reduced cell dimensions lowers the demands in bulk-and contact resistivity and the increased surface aspect ratio can favor the heat dissipation [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 14] . It is further assumed, that the thereby possible large oversizing of the focal spot in comparison to the active cell area will significantly lower the demands in sun tracking, that can be in principle already reduced to a one-axis tracking in case of lamellar microcells in combination with cylindrical lenses. As a consequence of the lower production costs for thin film solar cells and the potentially saved system requirements, like multi-axis tracking, the final economically reasonable cell-and module efficiency decouples from recent references known for GaAs-and InGaP-based multi-junction CPV-systems pending between 39-46.0% and 30-40%, respectively [3] .
First publications in the field of a microcell approach base on light absorbing materials like silicon or gallium-arsenide, that have been achieved by J.A. Rogers and M. Kanayama et al. [14, 16, 17] . For Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based absorber material M. Paire and D. Lincot et al. investigated and published an enhancement in conversion efficiency by 4% absolute at 120x light concentration, that were recently further improved to 21.3% including a plus of 5% absolute at 475x concentration [11, 12] . J.S.Ward et al. published for light concentration experiments with Cu(In,Ga)Se2-absorber a maximum conversion efficiency of 23.3% at 15x concentration, corresponding to a gain of 5.4% absolute [18] . Theoretical calculations even predict a plus in conversion efficiency of 15% absolute at 46.200x concentration [8] . Low concentrator concepts based on solar modules also exist [19, 20] , but will not be discussed in this article.
Caused by the fact, that most of the recent work about chalcopyrite based micro cells focuses on basic theoretical studies and a dot-shaped microcell design [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , we orientated our work on lamellar shaped Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells equipped with an industrially already implemented monolithic interconnection type. In order to track changes in the cell performance from macro-to microcells, the lateral cell dimension was reduced stepwise from 1900 to 200 µm, including an adjustment of the P1scribe width between 45 and 320 µm ( fig.1 ). To classify the findings against other contact design setups, the results were finally compared to dot-shaped microcells of similar size and to macroscopic reference cells equipped with a ring-and a finger-like grid, respectively.
Principles of solar cell performance under concentrated light
The current-voltage characteristics of pn-junction based solar cells can be described by the single diode equation (1.1) [21] . According to equation 1.1, the current I depends on the applied voltage U, the light induced photocurrent Iph, the saturation dark current I0, the diode factor n, the series resistance Rs, the parallel resistance Rp and the thermal voltage UT = (kB*T/q), with T the temperature , q the elementary charge and kB the Boltzmann constant. Since the photocurrent of a solar cell depends not only on the spectral response of the light absorbing material but also on the given photon flux, the photocurrent and thus the short circuit photocurrent Isc will rise with concentrated light. This relation can be written in a good approximation for cells with low series resistance, assuming constant spectral conditions and negligible changes in trap occupation with concentration by introducing the concentration factor C in equation Following now eq. 1.4, the maximum cell power Pmp as well as the conversion efficiency  will also rise under concentrated light, presupposed that their dependency on the parameters T, I0, n, Rs and Rp does not start to alter the device performance. The fill factor FF reflects the influence of these parameters in a combined form [22] [23] [24] . Therefore we focus on the FF to simulate the cell power and conversion efficiency, described in more detail later in chapter 4.3. Based on a publication of D.L. Pulfrey et al., the dependency of the FF on the series resistance Rs can be expressed by equation 1.5 [22] . The photocurrent value Imp, present at the maximum power point, is calculated iteratively by using equation 1.6. This relation can be obtained by resolving eq. 1.1 for U and differentiating the power P for the current I, assuming in this first basic approach infinitively high parallel resistances [22, 25] . 
Combining now the equations 1.2, 1.3, 1.5 and 1.6, the maximum cell power Pmp and hence the light to electricity conversion efficiency  can be calculated by using equation 1.4.
Experimental
The Cu(In,Ga)Se2 layer were deposited onto a molybdenum coated soda lime glass in a multistage coevaporation process with a Cu-rich phase during the film growth [26] . On top of the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 a 25 nm thick CdS and a 130 nm thick i-ZnO layer were deposited. The solar cells were completed after sputtering 850 nm ZnO:Al on top. Macroscopic cells with 0.5 cm 2 active area and a standard, fingerlike Ni:Al contact grid were prepared as references. Their averaged cell efficiency of 15.6 % at 1 sun is comparable to recent performance standards, in that the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells were aligned for an application in solar modules [3] . No sodium or potassium based post-treatment was applied. A schematic view of the lamellar solar cell geometry and contact pattern is shown in figure 1 . The light concentrator unit could be realized by cylindrical, plano-convex lenses in principle. The solar cells design pattern, which is widely used in industrial applications, consists of two major areas: the active cell area zone (ACW) and the interconnection zone (ICW). The ICW includes three patterning structures named as P1-, P2-and P3-scribe, what allows a serial connection of single solar cells to form a solar module with defined current and voltage. The used monolithic contact design is implemented by dividing the molybdenum back contact with a P1-scribe first, followed by a P2-scribe into the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 layer and a final P3-scribe, that separates the front-contact between two cells. The pre-patterning of the molybdenum layer was performed using a laser scribing tool from Rofin Basel Lasertech operated at 1064 nm wavelength (P1-scribe). Four different sets of P1-scribe widths were created: 45 µm (A-series), 70 µm (B-Series), 160 µm (C-series) and 320 µm (D-series). The lateral distance of the interconnection zone (ICW) increases therefore from 242 to 554 µm ( fig. 1 ).
Other dimensions in the ICW-zone, like the P1P2-distance (80 µm), the mechanically structured P2and P3-scribes (40 µm) and the P2P3-distance (80 µm) were kept constant for all cells. Changes in the P2-and P3-scribe are assumed to be non-relevant for the cell performance, because of the already large geometrical factor between TCO-layer thickness and P2-scribe width (47.1x) and the beneficial isolation in air between different cells. The interstices between the scribes were chosen to be as low as technically realizable to minimize losses in series resistance. The cell length was 11 mm for experiments at standard test conditions (STC) and 3 mm for light concentrating experiments. In the experiment, the lateral cell width ACW was reduced successively in five steps from 1900 to 1500, 1000, 500 and finally to 200 µm. Hence, the active cell area decreased from 0.220 to 0.020 cm 2 . By using circular masks, dot-shaped microcells were prepared from planar stacks of Mo/CIGSe/CdS/iZnO/Al:ZnO by depositing a conductive Ni:Al-layer on top. Three different cell sizes of exposed CIGS with radii of 2150, 1550 and 750 µm were prepared and investigated. The results were adducted to balance and support the investigations for the lamellar microcells that are primary focused in that publication. More information about the dot-shaped micro cells itself will be published soon in an additional publication.
The electrical cell properties were measured with a WACOM class AAA sun simulator combined with an actively cooled sample holder. All cells were characterized first at standard test conditions (STC: 298.15 K, AM 1.5 spectrum ASTM-G 173, 1000 W/m 2 ). The concentration of light was implemented by using spherical lenses that were optimized for low reflection and low spherical and chromatic aberrations (25-75 mm diameter, plan-convex, MgF2 coating, 25-150 mm focal length, Edmund Optics). The focal length was varied in such a way, that the focal point was always larger than the cell dimension. If not stated differently, all current voltage characteristics are related to the active cell area (AA), without considering the area of the interconnection zone (ICW). To determine the active and total cell area an Olympus BH2-UMA light microscope (50x magnification) was used. The area based uncertainty in cell power and efficiency, mainly caused by the edge formation during the mechanical ph  Concentrator scribing processes and the limited optical resolution of the microscope, is estimated to be +/-3% for the lamellar and +/-5% for the dot-shaped microcells.
The light concentration was estimated by two different methods. In the first method, the ratio between Isc obtained for concentrated light and at standard test conditions (Isc-CPV / Isc-STC) is used. This procedure bases on the relation of a linear rise of the short circuit current with increasing light concentration. The range of validity depends on the cells series resistance. In the limitation regime, the short circuit currents will be determined too low, resulting in under-estimated concentration levels. In the second approach, the light intensity was determined by using neutral density filters of different attenuations (ND-Filter with AR-Coating, type: NE-03B/05B/10B/20B, Thorlabs). After shading the cell with the ND-filter, the incoming light was re-focused until the initial IV-parameter observed for STC-conditions could be achieved again. With the known attenuation of the ND-filter, estimated before in transmission-and reflection measurements (Perkin Ellmer, Lamda 950, 300-2000 nm), the light intensity could be recalculated without any interfering electrical effects on the cell. The temperature of the cell layer stack was measured with two thermocouples. One was positioned in the actively cooled copper substrate plate. The other was fixed on top of a test solar cell by silicon rubber in close contact to the light focus area. Caused by the active cooling (set-point: 298.15 K) and the natural thermal emission the overall cell temperature rose weakly in the concentration experiments from 298 to 319 K at 1 and 36 suns, respectively. The experimental temperature data were fitted by using a power law function (T=23.9*C 0.2 , R 2 : 0.997) in order to derive the temperature for any random concentration level. For the temperature based corrections of the open circuit voltage a temperature coefficient of -0.239 %/K was considered [27] .
Results and Discussion

Lamellar micro cells at standard test conditions (STC)
In figure 2 , the current voltage characteristics of differently sized lamellar solar cells from series A are compared to a 0.5 cm 2 sized macroscopic reference cell with a finger-like contact grid. Compared to the reference and with decreasing active area width (ACW) in particular, the IV-performance and hence the conversion efficiency deteriorates. This trend is caused by a decline in Uoc and FF that averaged values decrease from 594 to 559 mV and from 74 to 70% just by changing the contact method. The values dropped further from 559 to 543 mV and from 70 to 42% after reducing the cell width from 1900 to 200 µm. Thus, the averaged conversion efficiency decreased from 13.7% for 1900 µm sized cells to less than 6.4% for the 200 µm sized microcells out of series A (table 1) . Apparently, a new situation appears for the micrometer sized monolithically interconnected solar cells. It seems that the cell performance is strongly affected by changed influences of series-and parallel resistances. This is supported by analyzing the effect of an increasing P1-scribe width on the IV-characteristics.
For large microcells, one could recognize only a minor beneficial effect in re-increasing open circuit voltages (+3.9%) and fill factors (+2.0%), when the P1-scribe width was increased from 45 to 320 µm. But for microcells below 1000 µm ACW, the improvements were significantly higher, reaching in maximum plus +6.2% for the Uoc and +26.3% relative for the FF. The experiments also revealed that the dimension of the P1-scribe influences the short circuit photocurrent Isc of the cells. Within the series A to D an overall increase of 4.7% could be observed. The area related contribution in Isc was estimated to be 32.2 mA/cm 2 in case of 45 µm sized P1-scribes and lowered to 12.1 mA/cm 2 for 320 µm sized P1-scribes. Limits in the diffusion length of charge carrier and the lateral drop of electrical fields are assigned for the different activity. For efficiency calculations, the P1-scribe related gain in Isc was considered to preserve the comparability. The expected Isc-contribution of the P1P2-zone could not be verified by space resolved photocurrent measurements.
In table 1 one can see these trends expressed by the active area based conversion efficiency. The smaller the cell size, the more important and beneficial is a large P1-scribe width for the Uoc and FF and hence a good efficiency. The beneficial effect is assigned to an improved electrical isolation between back-and front contact. Whereas the efficiency increased for macroscopic 1900 µm ACW cells from 13.7 to 14.4% in series A to D, the efficiency rose from 6.4 to 9.% in case of 200 µm ACW. This corresponded to a relative change of 4.8 to 28%, respectively. However, for 200 µm ACW cells, the efficiency was pinned below 10% for all investigated P1-scribe dimensions, indicating that this method to improve internal parallel resistances does not explain all changes in case of microcells. To qualify the relation between active cell width (ACW) and the interconnection-zone width (ICW) better, their geometrical ratio is introduced as new analyzing parameter (ACW/ICW-ratio). Large ratios stand for a dominance of active cell area, small ratios stand for a dominance of the ICW. In figure 3 , the total area based and the active area based efficiencies are plotted together in relation to this new parameter. Now, one can notice a stable scattering around 14.0 +/-1.0% active area efficiency as long as the ACW/ICW-ratio is higher than 2.5. For cells with lower ratio, the total area as well as the active area based efficiencies started to decrease significantly. For ACW/ICW-ratios below 1.0, the active area based efficiencies descend below 10%. As a consequence of this analysis, it is concluded that the P-scribe based interconnection zone interferes the ACW at least 2 to 3 times of its own width. As a consequence, this would denotes for the preparation of lamellar, P-scribe based interconnected microcells that the limiting cell width will be about 600-700 µm, considering recent P-scribe interconnect dimensions with total distances between 250-300 µm (P1 to P3) [28] . Before the results were discussed in more detail, the interest and typical properties of monolithic, Pscribe based interconnects are explained. The advantages of the P-scribe based contact design pattern for industrial thin film solar modules are shadow free surfaces and a cost effective in-line processing [28] . However, it also lacks from some disadvantages. First, the P1-scribe is filled with the photoconductive semiconductor Cu(In,Ga)Se2, what influences the parallel resistance of the cell (Rp). Second, the highly conductive ZnO:Al filled in the P2-scribe creates shunted and therefore inactive cell areas. And third, the cell´s series resistance Rs is not only influenced by the conductivity of the front contact material but also by the final lateral cell dimension. These circumstances inevitably cause lower conversion efficiencies for monolithically interconnected cells compared to their counterparts with a finger-like contact grid. This could be confirmed in the experiments ( fig.: 2) . What is that supposed to mean for microcells now? Because of the fact, that at 1 sun the total area based current densities will be lower for microcells than for macroscopic ones, it is expected, that microcells suffer stronger from all kind of peripheral charge carrier loss mechanism, like shunts, barriers and other recombination center. In addition, the screening effect for electrical defects will also be reduced and the relative fraction of losses will increase. High parallel cell resistances as well as preferably defect free layer stacks can be a solution. The observed partial recovery of efficiency in case of microcells after increasing the P1-scribe width supports this thesis. How much the supply of concentrated light and the within increased photocurrents can countermand these effects is investigated and discussed in chapter 4.2.
Contrary to the challenges for high Rp-values, the microcell design comes along with a reduction of lateral distances for current transportation, what should finally result in lower Rs. And in fact, the determined averaged series resistances Rs decreased in series A by almost 8% from 2.4 to 2.2 Ohm after lowering the ACW from 1900 to 1000 µm. In contrast, the averaged Rs values rose with increasing P1-scribe width from 2.4 Ohm for series A cells to 3.2 Ohms for series D-cells with 1900 µm ACW. For 200 and 500 µm ACW-sized microcells these trends did not appeared that clearly, although the internal IC-dimension between P1-and P3-scribe was fixed for all investigated series. One explanation may be that structural defects in the P1-scribe caused superposed influences. The importance of passivated edges in case of microcells is also shown in [12] . The observed trends may be a special feature for lamellar, P-scribe based thin film solar cells. M. Paire et al. published contrary results for point-shaped Cu(In,Ga)Se2 cells, but cite a similar behavior for Siand GaAs-based microcells [12] . The importance of edge and surface passivation is also highlighted [29] . For future cell designs equipped with similar interconnects, the ACW should be at least 3-times larger than the ICW-zone. Considering a P1-scribe width of 70 µm, what showed already a significant improvement in the experiments, a P2-scribe width of 40 µm together with a P1P2-and P2P3-distance of 80 µm, what correspond to recent standards and technically possible solutions for mechanical scribing processes, the optimum in cell minimization would be then between 600 and 700 µm ACW.
Summarizing the experimental results observed for macroscopic and microscopic lamellar cells at STC-conditions, it is concluded that the P-scribe based interconnection zone has a significant influence on the cell performance, particularly in the case of microcells. Altered conditions in the internal parallel-and series resistances are made primarily responsible for the observed trends.
Lamellar microcells at concentrated light test conditions (CLTC)
A selection of cells was chosen to investigate their performance under concentrated light. The question to be solved was: can the re-increased photocurrents compensate the losses observed at standard test conditions completely? The under concentration increased photon flux density does not only influence Isc and Uoc (eq. 1.2, 1.3), but also the electric conditions in the device start to change, what finally results in different bulk conductivities and screening lengths for electric potentials and shunts [9, [30] [31] [32] . In figure 4 , the relative changes in Uoc are plotted against the logarithm of the light concentration factor for 3 differently sized lamellar cells out of series C. The Uoc-trend of a dot-shaped micro cell with 750 µm active area radius is also shown for comparison. Three different regimes in the Uoc versus log C-plot could be deduced for the lamellar microcells. In the first regime, at low concentration level between 1 and 6 suns, the Uoc-values rose linearly for all investigated cell dimensions, like expected from equation 1.3. For slightly higher concentration levels, the Uoc was still increasing, but their slopes decreased. In the third regime, the Uoc-values did not increase anymore and started to drop for concentration levels above 20 suns. The lamellar microcells with 500 and 1000 µm ACW showed the best relative increase in Uoc with plus 15.7 and plus 15.6% at 16.0 and 13.6-times concentration, respectively. In absolute values, the Uoc-values increased by more than 58 mV to the measured optimum of 615 mV. Considering a temperature based correction (chapter 3), the Uoc-optimum rose by 87 mV to finally 645 mV. For the 750 µm ACW dot-shaped microcells, the Uoc-maximum could not be observed up to 51-times concentration. The relative increase was 25.7% at 51.0 suns corresponding to 642 mV measured and 693 mV recalculated for STC-temperature conditions. Contrary to the lamellar cells, no significant decline in the Uoc-trend could be observed between 15 and 51 suns for small dot shaped microcells. Whereas the Uoc-increase is related to an increased number of photons and the within enhanced Fermi-level splitting, the Uoc-reduction in the third regime is assigned to resistance based losses that counterbalance the enhancement. Local changes in the light spectrum caused by the concentration with lenses, that can also influence the Uoc in principle, are excluded, because of the usage of lenses that were optimized for low spherical and chromatic aberrations. The influence of temperature on the population of states and hence the Uoc is considered by using a temperature coefficient that is described in detail in chapter 3. Similar thermal conditions are expected for all investigated cell-types. Due to the fact, that the absorber material was prepared in one batch, the recognized slightly different slopes in Uoc-growth are related to different saturation currents and their relation to the cell-and contact area. The smaller the cell-and contact area, the lower can be I0 in case of an ideal, defect free absorber layer in the active cell region.
Analyzing the maximum cell power Pmp in dependence of the light concentration, similar trends could be observed like for the Uoc. For low concentration level, the experimentally observed Pmp-values followed the ideal linear trend (eq. 1.4), whereas for high concentration level the Pmp-trend curves started to depart. Again, cells with the largest ACW started to deviate first. For the lamellar microcells with 500 µm ACW, the normalized cell power increased from 10.7 to 551 mW/cm 2 at 44.5x concentration. In the matter of saving material, the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 deposited area could therefore be reduced by a factor of 51 (ACW). For the dot-shaped microcells the power density increased from 12.8 to 776 mW/cm 2 at 44.5x and to 902 mW/cm 2 at 51x concentration, realizing a theoretical material saving factor of 61 and 70, respectively. In practice and for lamellar Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells with Pscribe interconnects in particular, the real convertible area reduction would be significantly lower. First of all, a band of 200 to 300 µm deposited Cu(In,Ga)Se2 film will be needed in addition to establish the recent standard P-scribe based interconnection zone [28] . This band-width corresponds to 40 and 60% of a 500 µm ACW microcell. Consequently, the realizable area reduction will drop between 20 to 30 times, respectively. Considering inevitable additional losses caused by the interplay of several cells and strings in the final solar module, that typically account for 5 to 15% of the maximum cell power [3] , it is expected that the material saving factors will reduce further to 15 to 25-times. Therefore, new ways are needed to contact lamellar microcells without large area consuming ICW-zones.
In figure 5 the cell efficiencies observed for 1900, 1000 and 500 µm sized lamellar cells out of series C and for a 750 µm sized dot-shaped cell are plotted against the logarithm of the light concentration factor. The efficiencies rose steeply and almost linear for low concentrations, saturated at a certain peak level and started to decline thereafter. The lower the lateral cell dimension, the higher was the concentration level for the efficiency peak position. For the 1900, 1000 and 500 µm ACW sized lamellar cells, the optimum was observed with 14.8% at 2.6x, 15.0% at 6.0x and 14.6% at 8.0x concentration, respectively. For the dot-shaped solar cell the maximum efficiency could not be identified between 1 and 51 times light concentration. The best measured efficiency was 17.6% at 51 suns. Most influencing parameter for the reduced efficiencies at high concentrations was always an intense drop in FF, whose value was reduced from 60-70% to less than 50% depending on the microcell size. Its drop always sets in, before the Uoc-values started to decline. In relation to the values observed at 1 sun, the efficiency of the lamellar microcells increased by 0.7%, 3.0% and 3.8% absolute and 4.9%, 24.7% and 35.9% relative. In case of the dot-shaped microcells the averaged efficiency increased by 4.8% absolute and 38.1% relative. Analyzing the benefit of "cellminimization" selectively for the lamellar, P-scribe based interconnected cell series, the gain in efficiency is rather low. In the investigated CLTC-series, the 1000 µm ACW sized cells perform in average only 1.5% (0.23% absolute) better than their macroscopic references with 1900 µm ACW. For the 500 µm ACW cells the maximum efficiency is in contrast 0.20% absolute lower. Taking the macroscopic cells equipped with a finger-like metal grid and an average efficiency of 15.6% at 1 sun (table 1) as reference, the relative improvement was positive only for the dot-shaped microcells and showed 12.8% relative increase. But particular for the last given relation, it should be considered that a comparison of different contact methods and contact grids cannot be done by simple analogy. New key-parameters are needed to quantify the different losses and gains in series-and parallel resistances and in particular their antagonize behavior at concentrated light in case of different grid-types and contact designs.
In the experiments with concentrated light significant changes were observed for Rs and Rp for both types of microcell geometries and contact designs. The averaged Rp dropped with increasing concentration from 2500 to 3000 Ohm to values below 150 Ohm. A likewise trend was observed for the series resistances. Starting with values around 4.5 to 5.5 Ohm at 1 sun, the averaged Rs-values decreased to 2.5 and 3.2 Ohm under concentration. Both trends can explain the observed changes in FF and were related first to a light induced increase in conductivity and second to changes in the inner electrical fields of the diode. Both effects are expected and well known for photoactive semiconductors and Cu(In,Ga)Se2 in particular [9, [30] [31] [32] [33] . It is further to consider, that the finally estimated Rs and Rp values reflect the sum of different particular single parallel-and series resistances that vary on the material, contacts and geometry used and that may change differently during concentration. M. Paire et al. discuss in addition a reduction of Rs related to a shift into the "high injection regime" [10] . Own tests in that field showed a change in specific resistivity by one order of magnitude from 2885 Ohm*cm at 1 sun to 246 Ohm*cm at 33 suns. A changed charging of internal defects is also highly reasonable for the observed findings [31, 32] .
In addition, it is to consider that high current flows led the difference between the voltage across the pn-junction (Upn) and the voltage, present at the cell contacts (Ucon), successively increase [33] . As a consequence of the relation Upn=Ucon -I*Rs, where the current shows a negative quantity, the voltage at the pn-junction will became larger than the terminal voltage at the contacts. It is argued now, that this effect will cause a switch of the diode in forward direction. Because of the grain like structure present in CIGSe solar cells and the known gradients in the Gallium depth-profile, it is assumed, that this switch take place differently for certain grains or regions of the solar cell. The larger the series resistance in the cell, the more distinctive will these effects be. As a consequence, new shunt paths were created at high concentration level and insufficient charge transport. These arguments may verify the observed stronger relative change in Rp than in Rs. But it may also be, that the chosen axis intercept between 0.85 and 0.95 V was not sufficient enough for a correct determination of Rs or that other effects in the device influence the Rs-determination.
To revisit the question in the beginning of chapter 4.2, it can be stated by the experimental results, that light concentration can compensate successfully losses that were caused by the changed ratio between active cell area (ACW) and interconnection zone (ICW) in case of microcells. But it also shows that each cell design has its own optimum in minimization. The comparison between lamellar-and dotshaped microcells showed, that the last mentioned cell-and contact design clearly benefit from the lower series resistances and the structurally related lower number of shunt paths. For dot-shaped microcells, the concentration profile of Uoc and efficiency obeyed longer the ideal behavior and the limiting threshold region is reached at significant higher concentration levels. But, the global trends observed for large and small dot-shaped microcells were the same like for lamellar designed and monolithically interconnected microcells. The smaller the microcell, the higher was the concentration level for the optimum in efficiency and exceeding a certain level the minimization became disadvantageous for the chosen cell-and contact design at all.
Simulation of lamellar microcell performance at concentrated light test conditions (CLTC)
The influence of series-and parallel resistances on the cell performance is reflected in the fill factor FF of a solar cell (chapter 2, eq. 1.4). To predict the performance of solar cells at different CLTCconditions, a FF-based simulation routine is introduced and discussed in the following section. It is based upon equations 1.2 to 1.6. A sequence of the calculation and simulation is shown in figure 6 .
Measured IV-data of a microcell with 1000 µm ACW were used to implement the dependence of the saturation current on the light concentration into the model. In addition, the experimentally observed temperature relation (section 3) and the separately calculated values for Rs and Rp are included as initial "input"-parameters. The values for Rs and Rp were estimated by applying a linear fit-procedure to the IV-curves of illuminated cells in the 1 st and 4 th quadrant, respectively (chapter 3). The "input"parameter diode factor n was determined by equation 1.1 at 1 sun illumination density and used as fixed value for higher concentrations. In order to simplify the calculations, no change in the primary recombination is presumed for this assumption. The open circuit voltage was calculated by using equation 1.3, considering the concentration dependent saturation current relation and the absorber material related temperature coefficient (chapter 3). By using these "input"-parameter, the solar cell performance can now be calculated for several concentration level by an iterative solution of equation 1.6, wherefrom finally the FF, the maximum cell power and the conversion efficiency can be determined by equation 1.5 and 1.4, respectively. On basis of this model, new cell designs can now be simulated for different CLTC-conditions, when the contact-and material properties are similar. Figure 6 : Calculation sequence in order to simulate the IV-characteristic of lamellar microcells at different concentration level.
The simulation results can be found in figure 7 , where the calculated conversion efficiencies are compared to the experimentally determined ones including a variation of artificially increased and decreased series resistances. Looking for the simulation results with an initial Rs-value of 5.4 Ohm, the efficiency is slightly overestimated between 1 and 1.5 suns and underestimated between 3 and 20 suns. The relative deviation varies between 6.0% and -4.0 to -5.0% relative for low and high concentration level, respectively. Increasing the value of Rs leads to an almost similar behavior at low concentration level but lowers the overall efficiencies and intensifies the decline in case of higher concentration level. Contrary to this, the reduction of Rs results in higher overall efficiencies and lowers its decline for high concentration level ( fig. 7 ). For cells with Rs-values below 0.5 Ohm, the most influencing parameter changed from FF to the negative temperature coefficient of the open circuit voltage that finally deteriorates the conversion efficiency. Experimental raw data of a lamellar microcell with 1000 µm ACW were used for the initial setup.
The addressed inaccuracy in the simulation is caused by several assumptions. First, the diode factor n was fixed in the calculations of the saturation dark current and for the FF-model ( fig. 6 ). Second, the influence of any parallel resistances is in this first basic approach for reason of simplicity neglected so far. And third, the iterative fitting of the primary IV-curves results in different fit quality during the CLTC-series. With increasing light concentration the fit quality drops significantly, apparent with decreasing R 2 (chi-square) values from 0.99 to 0.78. As a consequence, the estimated saturation dark current values lack in accuracy what will influence of course all constitutive calculations. Nevertheless, the general trend of the cell power and the conversion efficiency on the light concentration can be calculated in a qualitative way. This can help to simulate and optimize future cell geometries in a faster way.
Conclusion
The experimental series with differently sized lamellar, monolithically interconnected solar cells showed that the open circuit voltage, the power density and the conversion efficiency can be increased by concentrated light. But the improvement strongly depends on the chosen cell geometry, the contact method and the electrical material properties. In the experimental series with concentrated white light, the conversion efficiency could be increased by more than 3.8 % absolute for the lamellar microcells and more than 4.8% absolute for dot-shaped microcells in relation to their performances at STCconditions. The maximum power density stepped up by a factor of 51 and 70-times, respectively. In the comparison between micro-and macro-cells, the application of concentrated light could increase the efficiency by 0.9% absolute for lamellar and by 1.3% absolute for dot-shaped microcells. The global trends observed between large and small microcells were the same for lamellar, monolithically interconnected and dot-shaped, ring-contacted solar cells. It is important to consider, that each celland contact design has its own optimum in minimization and light concentration.
The experimental and simulated data showed further that the widely industrially used CIGS cell design pattern cannot simply be adapted to prepare micro-concentrator CIGS solar modules. To improve the efficiency of microcells at STC-and CLTC-conditions, special attention should be paid to the series- and parallel resistances of the device. Their optimization could be realized either by a change of the contact method itself [34, 35] or by eliminating critical elements in the standard contact technique. Increasing the width of the P1-scribe could improve the performance of the lamellar microcells at STC-and CLTC-conditions, but amplitudes above 100 µm scribe width became unrealistic for real applications and uninteresting in favor of material saving aspects. New solutions to increase the parallel resistance and to minimize series resistances have to be found.
The experimental results clearly support, that a minimization of solar cells in combination with light concentrating elements can be a powerful option to develop higher conversion efficiencies in conjunction with a lowered material consumption. Future work will focus on the proposed optimization of the contact design, the investigation of material properties and the improvement of the FF-model in order to simulate micro-concentrator solar cells with more accuracy.
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